Tenure Track Assistant Professor/Wildlife Ecologist

Assistant Professor/Wildlife Ecologist, Department of Natural Resource Management, South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD). Job responsibilities include developing a collaborative, extramurally-funded research program with an emphasis in ecology and life histories of wildlife to inform and benefit current issues and future management practices. For a full listing of the responsibilities and qualifications, and to apply, visit https://YourFuture.sdbor.edu, search for the position, and follow the electronic application process. Deadline to ensure full consideration is April 1, 2017. For questions on the electronic employment process, contact SDSU Human Resources at (605) 688-4128. For questions on the position contact, Search Chair Professor Alexander “Sandy” Smart Ph.D. at (605) 688-4017 or email alexander.smart@sdstate.edu. SDSU actively seeks to increase social and intellectual diversity among its faculty. Women, minorities, veterans, and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply. SDSU is an AA/EEO employer.